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vienna symphonic library's synchron bass pro packs an extraordinary punch for bassists. with an arsenal of exclusive and functional articulations, including up to three multi-pitch
triggering options, 3 articulations per note per octave, and over 200 dynamic scales, plus 3 delayable effects to augment the kick, you can create unforgettable sounds and explore never-
before-heard rhythmic and harmonic possibilities. the most advanced and authentic styles of orchestral instruments are available to you in one modular package with vienna symphonic
library's synchron string library for strings. featuring the most authentic string articulations with over 100 patterns, even more than in sibelius and cello fantastic, complete with quavers,

and dozens of cross-fingering and double fingerings, this library gives you the most realistic experience of playing the real string instruments. add the dynamic flexibility of 6 different
bow-accurate articulation options, as well as the ability to access multiple parts and view all articulations on a single score. the most authentic styles of orchestral instruments are

available to you in one modular package with vienna symphonic library's synchron horn library for brass. featuring an arsenal of over 100 percussive articulations, such as vox arpeggios,
diverse valve articulations, and new techniques such as dual articulation, the synchron horn library is the perfect library for brass players. the library features a powerful chromatic key

system, dividing the notes in a scale into seven harmonically graced arpeggios, allowing you to create any key (major or minor) in this way, and over 120 articulations
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the automatic "grand
piano" articulation has

8 voices and is
subdivided to the

following: - single: -
without

polyphony/legato -
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8-step: - with 8-step
polyphony - legato: -

with a smoothing
function and a variable

velocity resolution
available articulations:

the articulations
"simple 1/8"", "simple
d/a"", "simple 4-step"",
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"knuckle", "legato",
"legato + 4-step",
"legato + 8-step",

"legato + lead" and
"legato + sub" are

polyphony-enabled.
with "simple" you can
choose to have two
independent tempo
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scales, or to have one
continuous scale. the
"knuckle" articulation
has a single voice that

plays samples
sequentially only. not

only are the
instruments sampled
from the best luthiers,
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they are also the first
ones that use a

neumann ub 256 mic.
if you want to make
your own sounds for

the instruments in the
vienna pairs series its
available for you. and
finally, there are two
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new orchestral tracks
in this collection, a
swell, big and rich

orchestral track and a
romantic and playful

one. these new vienna
singers are available in
the vienna-singers test
pack plus loads of new
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vienna pairs samples.
if you own the vienna
test pack you have
access to all these

samples without the
rest of the vienna

pairs. the instruments
in the vienna pairs
series have been
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recorded in the
vienna’s own multi-
track theatre . this
unique setup has a
high reverberation

time, is well insulated
and mimics a live

setting. so for all the
instruments in the
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vienna pairs series, the
recorded version is set

to the standard
vienna’s recorded

velocity. 5ec8ef588b
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